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ABSTRACT
The SET statement is one of the most frequently used statements in the SAS System. It is also probably one of the more misused SAS statements because the SET statement typically works without much programmer input. Proper use of the SET statement is one of the key techniques to improving the efficiency of SAS programs.

INTRODUCTION
The function of the SET statement is to process existing SAS data sets as input for a DATA step. With no options specified, the SAS System sequentially reads each observation in the named data sets, one observation at a time, until there are no further observations to process. The SET statement is very flexible and has a variety of uses. With some planning by the SAS programmer, proper use of the SET statement and SET statement options can improve the efficiency of most SAS programs. This paper will look at the options for the SET statement and suggest some ways that they can be utilized.

SET STATEMENT OVERVIEW
The simplest form of the SET statement is

```
SET dsname;
```

With no options specified, the SAS System sequentially reads each observation in the named data set(s), one observation at a time, until there are no further observations to process. If multiple data sets are listed, all observations in the first data set are read before the SAS Supervisor starts reading the second data set, etc. All variables in the original data set(s) are added to the Program Data Vector of the DATA Step. This process continues until an end of file condition occurs after reading the last observation in the last data set listed in the SET statement. To better understand the operations of the SET statement, there is a brief review of the SAS Supervisor and Program Data Vector concepts on the next page.

Up to 50 SAS data sets can be specified in a single SET statement. All the data sets must exist, although they may be empty (contain no observations). A fatal error will occur and the DATA step will terminate if a data set name that does not exist is referenced in a SET statement.

The SET statement can be used to:

- Concatenate multiple data sets

  ```
  SET dsname_1 dsname_2 ... dsname_n;
  ```

  Each data set is read sequentially from the first observation in the first named data set to the last named observation in the last data set. All variables are added to the Program Data Vector.

  The attributes of the variables are based on the first occurrence of each variable. If all variables are not present in all the data sets, the values will be set to missing where the observations are from data sets without the variables. If the variables have different attributes and have not been previously defined in the DATA step, the first data set that defines a variable also defines the attribute for that variable. An error condition occurs if the TYPE of a variable differs between the data sets (e.g., character variable in some data sets, but numeric variable in others).

- Interleave Multiple SAS Data Sets

  ```
  SET dsname_1 dsname_2 ... dsname_n;
  BY varlist;
  ```

  If the data sets are sorted, they can be interleaved based on order of the sorted variable(s). When a BY statement is used, all observations that belong to a particular BY group are read sequentially from each data set. When there are no more observations to read in any of the data sets for a particular BY group, the next BY group is selected and the process repeats itself. This continues until all observations in all the data sets have been read.

  There was a change in Version 6 of the SAS System that affects how the BY statement is applied:

  - Prior to Version 6, the BY statement was global in a DATA step. All data sets listed with any SET statement in a DATA step had to be sorted in the BY variable order. If a DATA step had multiple SET statements, the BY statement applied to all the data sets listed.
  - In Version 6, the BY statement applies only to the last encountered SET statement. Multiple SET statements now require multiple BY statements. Thus, it is now possible to have a SET statement with a BY statement and a SET statement with the POINT = option in the same DATA step.
Combine Multiple SAS Data Sets

SET dsname_1;
SET dsname_2;

In this example, the SAS Supervisor maintains two pointers, one for each data set. An observation would be read from data set dsname_1 followed by an observation from data set dsname_2, and so on until an end of file condition occurs in one of the data sets. The combination of the two data sets would form a single observation in the new data set. Where the same variables exist in both data sets, the values of the second data set would overlay the values of the first data set.

If (_n_ eq 1) THEN SET dsname_1;
SET dsname_2;

In this example, every observation in data set dsname_2 would be merged with the first observation in data set dsname_1. If the first data set had grand totals, for example, these values would be combined with every observation in the second data set.

THE SAS SUPERVISOR AND THE SET STATEMENT

The Program Data Vector (PDV) is a set of buffers that are managed by the SAS Supervisor to temporarily store every variable that is referenced in a DATA step. When SAS data sets are listed in a SET statement, an allocation must be made in the Program Data Vector buffers for each variable that is defined in every data set listed.

The SAS Supervisor also controls the initialization of variables to missing between each iteration of the DATA step. In Version 6 of the SAS System, the Initialize to Missing (ITM) process has been optimized.

There are several SET statement options that affect how the SAS Supervisor manages the Program Data Vector and the Initialize to Missing process. Effective use of these options can significantly improve the efficiency of a SAS program. An understanding of how the SAS Supervisor treats the SET statement and its options is essential to the proper selection of SET statement options.

When the SAS Supervisor encounters a SET statement in a DATA step, the SAS Supervisor performs several actions:

- determines which data set to read and sets the IN = and END = variable values
- identifies the next observation to read from the data set
- assigns missing values to variables that will not be read from the current data set if the SET statement will read from a different data set than was last read
- copies the values of variables from the selected observation in the current data set to the Program Data Vector, uncompressing the input if necessary

If multiple data sets are read with a BY statement, the SAS Supervisor additionally performs the following:

- selects a data set to read by looking ahead to the values of the variables in the BY statement for the next observation
- sets the appropriate FIRST. and LAST. variable values for the BY variables

EFFICIENCY AND THE SET STATEMENT

The key to effectively using SET statement options for the highest efficiency is very simple:

Know Thy Data

Is your data:

Short and wide (few observations, many variables)?
Long and thin (many observations, few variables)?
Long and wide (many observations, many variables)?

The type of data to be processed will affect the SET statement options to use for the most efficient program. If possible, try to test the alternatives to select the most efficient option for your data.

SET STATEMENT DATA SET OPTIONS

There are several data set options that can be specified with the SET statement. These options are enclosed in parentheses and follow immediately the name of the data set that they apply to. Many of these options are also used in the DATA statement, and PROC statements such as PROC SORT and PROC PRINT.

SET dsname_1 (OPTION = list)
dsname_2 (OPTION = list);

The data set options function identical to the SAS statements of the same name, with one key difference. Unlike SAS statements which operate on the variables in the Program Data Vector, SET statement options operate on variables before they are transferred to the Program Data Vector.
These data set options are:

- **DROP = varlist**
- **KEEP = varlist**
- **FIRSTOBS = num**
- **IN = var**
- **OBS = num.**
- **RENAME = varlist**
- **WHERE = condition**

The DROP = and KEEP = options specify which variables in the input data set are to be omitted or processed in the data step. They apply only to the data set name most recently referenced, so different DROP = or KEEP = lists can be specified when multiple data sets are listed with a single SET statement.

The SAS Supervisor DROPs or KEEPs variables first when the DROP = or KEEP = data set options are specified. It is important, therefore, to DROP or KEEP the original names and not the RENAMED names.

The FIRSTOBS = and the OBS = data set options are often confused. Both options take a positive number as an argument. FIRSTOBS = specifies the observation number in a data set that is the starting observation for the SET statement. OBS = specifies the observation number that is the last observation in a data set to read. Thus:

```
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname (firstobs = 100 obs = 50);
RUN;
```

is an impossibility and would result in a fatal error. However,

```
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname (firstobs = 50 obs = 100);
RUN;
```

will sequentially read observation numbers 50 through 100 from data set `dsname`.

The combination of the FIRSTOBS = and OBS = options creates some very useful capabilities:

While debugging a SAS program, setting OBS = 0 is the same as setting the global OBS option to 0 for that DATA step — the SAS Supervisor performs a syntax check but does not process any data. However, setting OBS = 0 as a data step option is more efficient than setting the global OBS option to 0 for that DATA step.

It would be trivial to set the OBS = variable to a macro variable which could contain the value of

```
0    syntax check only
x    x observations
the NOBS = variable read all observations
```

(Open pages 1361 to 1362)

By changing the value of the macro variable that OBS = uses, it is possible to change a DATA step from test mode to production mode without changing any code.

In the following example, a data set is combined with itself to calculate the change in a variable's value.

```
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1
    (keep = total rename = (total=oldtot))
  SET dsname_1 (firstobs = 2);
  delta = total - oldtot;
RUN;
```
The SAS Supervisor maintains two read pointers into the same data set, one for each SET statement. For each pass of the DATA step, an observation is read from data set dsname_1 and then the next observation is read from the same data set. The RENAME = option is important to prevent the variable values from being replaced when the same variables are read with the second SET statement. The end of file condition will occur when the second SET statement reads the last observation in the data set. In effect, this example is an offset one to one merge with the same data set.

Use of the FIRSTOBS = or OBS = options can be a very efficient method of selecting a subset of observations in a data set. If your program selects a subset of data, for example the first 100 records or the last 100 records, consider using FIRSTOBS = or OBS = instead of reading in all the records in a data set and then deleting the unwanted records.

Note that the FIRSTOBS = and OBS = options cannot be used with a WHERE statement or the WHERE = data set option. The FIRSTOBS = and OBS = options can be used with compressed data sets, but they function more slowly than if the data sets were not compressed.

The IN = data set option is used with multiple data sets where it is important to know which data set contributed an observation. A separate IN = variable can be specified for each data set defined with the SET statement. The variable named by the IN = option has a value that is set to 1 for every observation that originated from the data set.

```sas
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 (in = in_1) dsname_2 (in = in_2);
  IF (in_1) THEN ---;
  ELSE IF (in_2) THEN ---;
  RUN;
```

The variables defined with the IN = option only exist for the duration of the DATA step and are not added to the data set. Do not DROP or KEEP these variables.

The WHERE = data set option selects observations from a SAS data set that meet the conditions specified. It functions identical to the WHERE statement. However, the WHERE = data set option is more efficient than the WHERE statement, because only those observations that match the conditional test are transferred into the Program Data Vector. With the WHERE statement, all observations are read from the input data set and non-selected observations are discarded. The WHERE = option only selects those observations that match the criteria.

```sas
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 (where = (condition)) dsname_2 (where = (condition));
  RUN;
```

If both a WHERE = and a WHERE statement are used in the same data step, the WHERE statement is ignored for those data sets that have a WHERE = condition defined.

The WHERE = data set option cannot be used with the POINT =, FIRSTOBS =, or OBS = data set options.

**SET STATEMENT OPTIONS**

Besides the data set options, there are several other options that are also used with the SET statement. With the exception of the newly available KEY = option, each of these options uses a SAS variable that is valid during the DATA step. However, these variables are not added to the final data set. Unlike the SET statement data set options, these options are not enclosed in parentheses.

These SET statement options are:

- **END =** var
- **KEY =** index
- **NOBS =** var
- **POINT =** var

The END = option is used to identify the last observation processed by a SET statement. It creates a variable whose value is set to 0 for every observation except for the last observation in the last data set (end of file of the final data set). When the last observation is read, the variable value is set to 1. DATA step logic can now be used to perform specific tasks before the DATA step terminates.

```sas
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 dsname_2 end = eof;
  IF (eof) THEN DO;
  END;
  RUN;
```

Since the variable created by the END = option is not added to the final data set, it would be an error to try to DROP or KEEP the variable.

The KEY = option retrieves observations from an indexed data set based on the index key, which can be either a simple key or a composite key. If no observations are found in the data set that match the value of the key variable(s), then an error condition occurs.

```sas
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 dsname_2 key = (key_1 key_2);
  IF (key = (value_1 value_2)) THEN DO;
  END;
  RUN;
```
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1;
  SET dsname_2 key = indexvar;
RUN;

The NOBS = option creates a variable which contains the total number of observations in the input data set(s). If multiple data sets are listed in the SET statement, the value in the NOBS = variable are the total number of observations in all the listed data sets.

DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 dsname_2 nobs = totobs;
RUN;

Of key importance is that the value of the NOBS = variable is set by the SAS Supervisor at compile time. During the compile phase of a DATA step, the SAS Supervisor retrieves the number of observations in each data set listed in a SET statement from the header record of the data set. When the SAS System begins to execute the DATA step, the value for this variable is already defined and can be referenced immediately. Because the value of the NOBS = variable is already defined when the DATA step starts executing, it can be used before the SET statement is acted upon.

The following example looks impossible, but is actually a very useful application of the NOBS = option:

IF (0) then SET dsname (drop=_ALL_) nobs = totobs;

This statement assigns the total number of observations in data set dsname to a variable called totobs, which can be used anywhere in the DATA step. It is never executed, since the IF (0) condition can never be True. Also, the variables in data set dsname are never added to the Program Data Vector because of the DROP = _ALL_ option on the SET statement. The purpose of this statement is to store the number of observations in a data set in a variable called TOTOBs without adding the observations or variables in the data set to the Program Data Vector of the current DATA step. This might be useful in preventing a data set that has no observations from being used as input to update an existing data set.

This example could be used with the following statement:

IF (totobs) then SET dsname;
ELSE abort;

To define the number of observations in a data set in a macro variable (&N_OBS) for later use in a SAS program:

DATA _NULL_
  CALL SYMPUT('n_obs', put(n_obs,5.));
STOP;
  SET dsname nobs = n_obs;
RUN;

The only executable statement in this DATA step is the CALL SYMPUT to create macro variable &N_OBS. The SET statement is never executed, but the value of variable n_obs is assigned at compile time.

The POINT = option uses a numeric variable for direct (or random) access into a SAS data set. The value of the POINT = variable must be specified before it can be used.

DATA newdata;
  ptr = 100;
  SET dsname point = ptr;
  IF (_error_) THEN abort;
STOP;
RUN;

Since any number can be specified as the value for the POINT = variable, it is important to verify that the number is a valid observation number (eg compare it to the variable created by the NOBS = option). If the pointer tries to access an observation number that is greater than the number of observations in the data set, an error condition occurs.

The variable used for the POINT = option (the pointer) is temporary and is not added to the final data set. Do not try to DROP or KEEP the pointer variable. Also, do not use a variable that already exists in any of the data sets listed with the SET statement or some very unpredictable results may occur.

If multiple data sets are listed with a single SET statement, the POINT = variable retrieves observations from the data sets as if they were concatenated. That is, the observation number between one and the last record of the last data set in the SET statement list.

The POINT = option is not valid for compressed SAS data sets, transport files, SAS/ACCESS views, or SQL views that read data from external files. It is very important to be aware that since the POINT = option provides direct access to SAS data sets, it can not be used with a BY statement. It also can not be used with a WHERE statement or the WHERE = data set option. It is also important to be aware that continuous loops can occur since there is not always an end of file indicator when using the POINT = option. Provisions should be made to end the DATA step to prevent a continuous loop.

DATA newdata;
  DO ptr = lastrec to 1 by -1;
    SET dsname_1 point = ptr nobs = lastrec;
    IF (_error_) THEN abort;
    OUTPUT;
  END;
STOP;
RUN;
This example reads a data set in reverse order, last observation to first observation.

Another use of the POINT = option is to generate a random sample of data. To select 100 random observations from a data set:

```sas
DATA newdata;
  DO _1_ = 1 to 100;
    ptr = ceil ( totobs * ranuni ( totobs ) );
    SET dsname_1 point = ptr nObs = totobs;
    IF (_error_) THEN abort;
    OUTPUT;
  END;
  STOP;
RUN;
```

The source of the pointer values can also be from another SAS data set. In this example, data set `dsname_1` contains numeric variables START and STOP which define the observation numbers in data set `dsname_2` that are to be read with the second SET statement.

```sas
DATA newdata;
  SET dsname_1 ;
  DO ptr = start to stop;
    SET dsname_2 point = ptr ;
    IF (_error_) THEN abort;
    OUTPUT;
  END;
RUN;
```

It is important to be aware that direct access with the POINT = option is generally less efficient for large data sets. It is most efficient for small data sets or when reading up to a maximum of 20-25% of a data set.

**DO LOOPS AND THE SET STATEMENT**

Placing the SET statement inside a DO loop is usually more efficient than letting the SAS Supervisor control processing especially for large data sets.

```sas
DATA newdata ;
  DO UNTIL (Iastrec) ;
    SET dsname_1 (keep = value) end = lastrec;
    minval = min ( minval, value) ;
    maxval = max ( maxval, value) ;
    sumval = sum ( sumval, value) ;
  END;
RUN;
```

**CONCLUSION**

This paper examined each of the options for the SET statement, considering the efficiency issues that applied to each option. Options such as DROP = and KEEP = can impact the processing of data sets with many variables. Options such as FIRSTOBS = OBS = WHERE =, and POINT = can select the observations to read before they are copied to the Program Data Vector by the SAS Supervisor. These options can be combined for the highest efficiency. The key is an understanding of the data to be processed and how the SAS Supervisor interacts with the SET statement.

A proper understanding of the SET statement and the options that can modify it can have a significant impact on the efficiency of the DATA step. When reading SAS data sets, the SET statement can control which variables to include in the Program Data Vector, which observations to read from a SAS data set, or both. Proper use of the SET statement and SET statement options can enhance program efficiency, while improper use can reduce DATA step efficiency.
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